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Abstract—The need to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of data generated in industrial systems and applications has been increasingly highlighted over the years, due to the clear as well as urgent requirements of not disclosing sensitive proprietary information, and ensuring that data is kept immutable since it is generated. Based on these background requirements, this paper discusses a system that promotes data privacy and immutability in industrial weighing systems. In this sense, the proposed solution includes a protocol definition for a secure IoT (Internet of Things) communication and an architecture for a blockchain-based platform that: i) automates the process of complying with standardized weighing guidelines; and ii) increases data traceability, promoting both its confidentiality and immutability. Additionally, to demonstrate the proposed system’s compliance with the established goals, a proof of concept was assembled, and functional tests conducted. The main conclusions withdrawn from the results obtained show that: i) the process of registering and verifying weighing guidelines is properly automated by means of Machine-to-Machine secure transactions; ii) the solution is able to ensure that the data registered is authentic and iii) that it has been transmitted without any eavesdropping, can not be erased and is kept private.

Index Terms—Security, IoT, Blockchain, Smart Contracts, Communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem discussed in this paper is framed in the landscape of industrial weighing systems. For the purpose of this discussion, it is required to define the entities that participate in this use case as well as the devices that are operated by each of those entities. Essentially, the companies promoting the development of this solution are responsible for selling weighing solutions such as load cells, which are weighing devices, and weighbridges, a physical bridge that combines multiple load cells. These devices are sold to their customers, which possess weighing stations, where multiple weighbridges, which perform the actual weight measurements, can exist. Additionally, each weighing station also owns a device that controls the weight measurements in all its weighbridges, which for the purpose of simplicity is going to be called a SmartBox. When a weight measurement ends, the SmartBox emits a sort of receipt for that weighing, which is the main asset of this use case and can be referred to as a weighing ticket.

The motivation for proposing this solution is mainly associated with the security of the aforementioned weighing tickets, which must: i) be private for each customer; ii) remain immutable after emission; and iii) be traceable, in order to simplify further verification processes on weighing routes (e.g. trucks that are measured from station to station and should possess a predefined weight). Since currently, there is absolutely no assurance on the three aforementioned points, the solution discussed here has the intent to mitigate those three flaws in the weighing system. From this motivation, the main goals for this solution can be established, which are: The development of a blockchain-based application capable of immutably storing the weighing tickets generated at the customers’ weighing stations; The implementation of a support platform, that exposes APIs (Application Programming Interface) to enforce authentication & authorization throughout the platform and, additionally, to provide rich querying of weighing tickets, to facilitate and abstract communication with the blockchain application, increasing traceability; And, finally, the establishment of a secure protocol definition for M2M (Machine to Machine) communications.

In order to present, describe and evaluate the solution that is going to be built for the use case in study, the remaining of this paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses the SoA (State of the Art) on the relevant technologies as well as related work that present different perspectives on the application of such technologies; Section III presents and describes the proposed solution, as well as the security & privacy lifecycle of the weighing tickets; Section IV describes the experiment that was assembled and the tests that were conducted to demonstrate that the proposed solution is functionally compliant with the established goals; And, finally, section V provides a small summary on the paper, the main results obtained in it and the prospects for future work.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

In order to provide some background knowledge on the work developed and presented in this paper, this section explores the SoA regarding the technologies intrinsically associated with the subject in study. Finally, it concludes by briefly overviewing related work that presents different perspectives and solutions based on those technologies.
A. State of the Art

In this section, the SoA for the predominant technologies explored and used for the proposal of this solution is studied. In overview, two topics are explored to serve as the base study that ultimately generates the solution:

- **IoT**, the topic that is explored in order to establish the protocol definition for the communication system;
- **Blockchain and Smart Contracts**, which is the base technology for the application running in the cloud platform.

1) Internet of Things: IoT is one of the trending and growing topics of this millennium, due to the ever growing necessity of connecting things in order to improve information gathering as well as processes’ automation. It can be defined as an Internet-enabled architecture that facilitates the interconnection of devices with multiple technologies, fostered by M2M communication protocols [1], [2]. The inherent capability of IoT technologies to digitize the physical world, i.e., communicating and generating the digital information that represents the physical state of things make it one of the clear enablers of Industry 4.0 [3].

Although the application of IoT in industrial systems and applications provides numerous advantages, such as the awareness of the physical state of devices and the scalability of information gathering processes, there are also some challenges that need to be overcome in order to correctly apply it. Some of these challenges can be defined and described as follows [3], [4], [1], [5]:

- **Heterogeneity** - Many existent devices from many manufacturers, using different protocols and different stacks make it difficult for seamless communication between them;
- **Restrained resources** - Most devices operating in an IoT system are restrained in their resources, which means that deciding the way how they operate and communicate becomes of the utmost importance;
- **Energy efficiency** - Typically IoT devices, especially the ones belonging to industries, are required to withstand long periods of time in operation, which is harder in restrained devices;
- **Security & Privacy** - It is probably one of the biggest challenges an IoT environment faces, to be able to transmit data in a secure manner, abiding by standardized information security properties, such as confidentiality, immutability and authenticity. This challenge is, of course, hardened by the fact that most of the devices have low resources, thus having a hard time running heavier secure communication protocols such as HTTPS (HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure).

Having perceived the challenges that arise from the intent to apply IoT in an industrial application, some communication protocols that can mitigate them have to be studied. It must first be recognized that, although IoT environments are usually constrained in terms of resources, typical applications make use of a device which is called an aggregator. This device essentially collects all the data from the restrained devices, applies the required processing and further transmits it to where it needs to be [5], [6]. It is for this reason that, although HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) is not quite suited for restrained environments, it is also studied in this section, due to the fact that it might prove useful to be used in the last link of communication.

Although there are a number of protocols that have been appearing over the years that are more or less suited to operate in IoT environments, two of them can be especially highlighted, which are CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) and MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) [7]. These two protocols were built with IoT in mind and, despite having some differences, they are very lightweight protocols focused on low overhead and fast transmission. Table I illustrates some of the characteristics of these two protocols and, as it can be seen, although their goal is the same, they greatly differ in how they do it. CoAP is an asynchronous communication protocol that typically runs over UDP (User Datagram Protocol) and communicates by polling other devices, while MQTT is an asynchronous, event-driven protocol that normally communicates over TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). Additionally, since CoAP uses UDP for the transport layer of communication, DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security) can be used to ensure secure data transmission [8]. On the other hand, due to the fact that MQTT uses TCP as its transport protocol, TLS (Transport Layer Security) is typically used for securing data transmission [9]. This essentially means that MQTT introduces a slightly higher overhead than CoAP due to its use of TCP and TLS [10], [11].

Finally, although MQTT only communicates via a publish-subscribe mechanism, since it is event driven, which essentially means that data is produced into a broker and whoever needs that data will consume it from the broker, CoAP can in some way communicate in both a typical request-response mechanism as well as in a publish-subscribe one, although it is not a typical publish-subscribe mechanism. What happens is that CoAP allows to abstract the requester from the burden of continuously polling the data emitter and, instead, allows the requester to “watch” the data emitter. This basically means that instead of the requester polling, the data emitter will continuously produce the data generated into the requester directly, without the requester asking for it [10], [11].

As was previously mentioned, although finding and using a lightweight communication protocol is of the utmost importance to enhance and render more efficient the communication between resource-restrained devices, HTTP is also a protocol to bear in mind, since it is widely used in the WWW (World Wide Web) due to its simplicity and resource-oriented architecture. If in any communication link the devices that communicate in it are resource-capable, then HTTP can, in
fact, be one of the solutions. HTTP is a synchronous protocol that typically runs over TCP in a request-response pattern with a long-polling paradigm and, it can be secured using TLS [12].

With the knowledge on the challenges that creating an IoT communication system faces, as well as the communication protocols that might mitigate, at least in part, some of those challenges, this study can be used for the proposal of the solution to the protocol definition.

2) Blockchain & Smart Contracts: With the introduction of Bitcoin in 2008, as proposed in [13], along came a more important concept, that of a distributed ledger that records every transaction ever made in a system in an immutable manner, the Blockchain. Throughout the years since it was introduced, researchers and the industry started to realize the immense potential of such a technology since its application was not limited to electronic cash systems. Due to its intrinsic characteristics of granting immutability and traceability of the information managed by it, the applications for the technology are immense.

Despite being a technology that grants, by design, data immutability, it does not consider mechanisms for data confidentiality, i.e., although data is immutable when stored in a blockchain, it can be seen by anyone who belongs to the network. For this reason, there are essentially two types of blockchain, the public and the private/consortium ones [14]. While maintaining the immutability and traceability of the data, a consortium blockchain possesses properties that are essential, for example, for industrial systems, where only entities with access to a certain system are able to communicate with the blockchain network, since access to it is controlled and transactions can be made private between certain nodes.

With the appearance of blockchain technology, another term that already existed gained notoriety, Smart Contracts, a term coined by Nick Szabo in the 1990s as a digital twin to the already known physical contract between two or more entities, which enforces a set of rules and conditions for the utilization or transfer of a given asset [15]. In a simple, clear way, smart contracts can be defined as a collection of functions and state deployed on the blockchain network, that usually abide to three properties:

- Availability - They execute on all nodes of the blockchain to where they were deployed;
- Deterministic - Multiple executions of the same transaction has to yield exactly the same result;
- Internal Operation - They typically only run in the network and do not fetch data from external web services.

The last few years have seen an increase in the existence of smart contract platforms, which provide tools to build and deploy smart contract applications in the blockchain. Some of those platforms focus on public blockchain networks, i.e., accessible to everyone, such as Ethereum [16], and others focus on enterprise networks, where the access to the network is controlled, such as Quorum [17] or Hyperledger Fabric [18].

Ethereum names itself as an open-source platform for decentralized applications, i.e., smart contract applications. Its inner workings are that of a public blockchain, everyone has access to it so long as they create an account. Essentially, this platform allows the creation of smart contracts that manage assets, which can be electronic cash or information/state created by the developer. Smart contracts in Ethereum are programmed using proprietary languages such as Solidity or Vyper [19]. The code programmed in either of these languages is then translated to bytecode using the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) [20], which provides an abstraction between the code that will execute and the machine that will execute it, fostering program portability.

Quorum is an Ethereum-based open-source platform for decentralized applications in enterprise blockchains. This means that, although all the tooling and frameworks used by Ethereum are compatible with Quorum, the latter adds a component which allows to introduce the concept of private transactions. In its essence, what Quorum does is to introduce a privacy manager, which is responsible for allowing a member of the network to specify which members have access to the contents of a given transaction, this way it protects the confidentiality of the information. The immutability is still granted, since all nodes still work together to ensure the transactions’ validity, despite some of them not being able to see the actual contents.

Hyperledger Fabric is a platform for enterprise blockchain-based applications, providing access control and mechanisms to ensure privacy of the data for strictly the entities that need to see it. Aside from that, smart contracts in Hyperledger Fabric can be viewed in two separate terms [18]:

- Smart Contract - defines the transaction logic that controls the asset’s lifecycle;
- Chaincode - the packaged transaction logic in code that is deployed to the blockchain network.

The terms smart contract and chaincode can be viewed as the smart contract and bytecode in Ethereum or Quorum. Smart contracts in Hyperledger Fabric can be implemented in a variety of languages like, for example, Java or Javascript.

The main difference from Hyperledger Fabric to Ethereum or Quorum is the way how the actual blockchain network works, since the first one has an extremely modular architecture allowing the developer to substitute some of the components at their need.

B. Related Work

The joint application of IoT and blockchain technologies has seen a significant increase in the last few years due to the enormous potential that both of them have.

Table II describes some of the related work studied in the preparation of the system proposed in this paper, including the year of publications its authors, as well as the focus of each of the articles.

The first three papers ([21], [22] and [23]) present more foundational perspectives on blockchain and IoT systems. Specifically:

- In [21] the authors study the possibilities and limitations of smart contracts in current applications, while exemplifying with a prototype for a system that manages automated gasoline purchases;
- In [22], the author studies a new approach for access management systems in IoT and, additionally, presents
a prototype based on blockchain technology, concluding that these types of blockchain-based access management systems can be used in scalable IoT scenarios;

- Finally, in [23], the authors propose a structure for a blockchain and IoT fusion model to enable and foster the division of devices between high performant and resource restrained. The main goal for this structure is to increase efficiency and scalability.

In addition to these three more foundational perspectives on the integration of blockchain and IoT, two additional papers are presented to provide a wider review on applications of these technologies and more practical insights on their use.

In [24], the authors perform a wide review of several existent applications of blockchain in industrial IoT systems, such as applications for smart cities, for the automotive industry or even for the oil and gas industry.

Finally, in [25], the authors study the possibility of applying blockchain to railway control systems and, additionally, present a prototype of such a system, which enables trains to automatically find the best routes, safeguarding that choice in an auditable manner, instead of relying in central control offices or the actual drivers to perform that work.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, the proposed solution for both the communication system as well as the cloud platform is shown and discussed, including the design patterns that supported the decision as well as the technologies that are going to be used. The section begins with the protocol definition by illustrating an example of a weighing station and how the devices that exist in it can communicate. The section proceeds with the illustration of the architecture of the cloud platform, coupled with the explanation on each of the components that comprise it. Finally, the security & privacy lifecycle of the weighing tickets is discussed, i.e., how the components that take part of the solution are able to ensure the required security properties.

A. Protocol Definition

The first step in defining the protocols that are going to be used for communication is to, first and above all, clearly define the "links" of communication that exist, i.e., how many entities communicate in the system and who communicates with whom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Hanada et al. [21]</td>
<td>Possibilities and Limitations in smart contracts for M2M communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Oscar Novo [22]</td>
<td>Blockchain-based distributed access control for IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Gong et al. [23]</td>
<td>Proposal of an IoT and blockchain fusion model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Alladi et al. [24]</td>
<td>A review of blockchain applications in Industrial IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Kaperberg et al. [25]</td>
<td>Prototype for a blockchain-enabled railway control system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of how a typical weighing station is structured and what devices exist in it, as well as the devices that communicate with each other. From the figure, it can be noticed, as was previously mentioned, that a typical weighing station possesses one SmartBox and more than one weighbridge, which in turn are comprised by load cells. This way, it can be seen that there are two "links" of communication, 1 and 2, where 1 refers to the communication between the load cells with the SmartBox and 2 refers to the communication between the SmartBox with the cloud platform.

Prior proceeding with the protocol definition, it is worth remembering the characteristics of the devices which participate in each "link" of communication, since that deeply influences the protocol that is required. There are essentially three devices/entities communicating here: i) the load cells; ii) the SmartBox; and iii) the cloud platform. Clearly, the cloud platform, as its name suggests, is a platform running either in a cloud provider or a proprietary server, thus it is expected a high resource availability. The SmartBox is an aggregator device which also applies compensation algorithms to the weighing process and, additionally, displays all the information for the operators in the stations and, thus, it is a device that cannot be considered as resource-restrained. Finally, the load cells are, in fact, resource restrained devices since their RAM (Random Access Memory) rounds the tens of KB (Kilobytes) and the CPU (Central Processing Unit) rounds the tens of MHz (MegaHertz).

From the information previously retrieved, it is now more clear that in communication link 1, a more lightweight protocol will be required so that it doesn’t negatively influence the performance of the load cells and, in communication link 2 the protocol choice is not restrained in terms of resources.

Having recognized the structure of the communication system that needs to be defined, it was chosen that communication link 2, i.e., communication between the SmartBox and the cloud platform, would be made with HTTP over TLS, commonly known as HTTPS. This protocol was chosen due to the fact that there are no restraints in terms of resources in

![Fig. 1. Overview of the communication system in the weighing stations](image)
the devices that use it in this case and thus, leveraging it to communicate with the REST (Representational State Transfer) APIs that are part of the cloud platform is simpler, since REST and HTTP method formats deeply coincide.

Next, the definition of the protocol that is used in communication link 1 is required and, as reviewed in section II-A, the choice will lie between CoAP and MQTT. In this particular use case there are really no performance concerns, since the traffic that will have to be handled by the protocol is significantly low (approximately three hundred transmissions per weighbridge per day) and thus, either of the protocols will be able to perfectly deal with that throughput. So, the choice relied more on the architecture of the protocol as well as on how to further simplify the communication system that was going to be built. With that said, CoAP has an architecture in terms of communication pattern extremely similar to HTTP while, of course, greatly differing in message transmission and headers which makes it much more lightweight. This particular property that both hold make them suitable to build a clean, simple and efficient communication system which communicates in the same pattern from point to point. Additionally, CoAP transmissions can be secured by using DTLS, as previously mentioned.

Concluding, for the protocol definition of the IoT communication system, the solution designed proposes that:

1) The communication between the load cells with the SmartBox is done by recurring to CoAP over DTLS;
2) The communication between the SmartBox with the cloud platform is done by recurring to HTTP over TLS (HTTPS).

B. Cloud Platform Architecture

Having described the communication system that will allow the emission of weighing tickets to the cloud platform, it stands to reason that now the actual components of this platform must be defined in order to perceive how they, coupled together, provide the functionality that is required. Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture designed for the platform in question. From this figure, it can be immediately seen that it has four major components:

- The entity database, which essentially houses the data models required to represent all entities that communicate with the platform;
- The blockchain network, which is the network of nodes that are associated with the organizations that participate in the management of weighing tickets by executing smart contracts;
- The weighing tickets API, which exposes in a clean and simple REST API methods to manage weighing tickets, including its registration and querying;
- The authentication & management API, which also exposes its methods through a REST API to allow the management of entities that participate in the system.

1) Entity Database: From the definition of the use case, it is possible to conclude that the platform has to be able to recognize and thus, model, three entities:

- Customer - the entity that buys the devices from the weighing companies;
- Station - an entity that must belong to a customer, which operates the devices bought by the customer, performing the actual weighing processes;
- User - an entity that represents a customer. A customer may have multiple users, since each one of them will represent a different authenticated person.

2) Blockchain network & Smart contract: For this particular problem, the platform uses a Quorum network due to its simplicity and the possibility of establishing private transactions between different nodes of the network. Figure 3 illustrates an example of how the network will be structured in terms of the entities that participate in it. Essentially a customer will be recognized as an organization inside the network, i.e., an abstract entity that is comprised by multiple nodes. Each node in an organization represents a station and each station communicates with its own smart contract. Additionally, every customer possesses an administrator node, which is essentially a node that is only associated to the customer and not to any station. In section III-C the importance of this structure will be further highlighted and explained.

In addition to the structure of the actual network, this component also comprises the definition of requirements of the smart contract, the contract between customers and their stations for the management of weighing tickets. In overview, this smart contract can be defined as a program which lever-
ages two data structures and a set of methods. The two data structures it leverages are: i) the weighing ticket, which is an object that precisely defines the attributes that comprise a weighing ticket, including their data types and names; ii) the set of weighing tickets, which holds every weighing ticket registered by that contract.

Possessing these two data structures, the methods that manipulate them can be defined and there are two major requirements for them: i) to allow the registration of a new weighing ticket; and ii) to allow the query of already registered weighing tickets. While the first requirement relates only to the implementation of one method in the smart contract, for the second requirement an improvement was considered, which is to allow the filtering of weighing tickets directly in the smart contract. Taking into account that it is expected the continuous growth of the number of weighing tickets registered and that, when querying in a large universe of information, typically the querying entity wishes to look for more specific pieces of information, the smart contract should allow the filtering of the results when queried, for all its attributes.

3) Authentication & Management API: As was previously mentioned, this component is a REST API which serves two main purposes:

- To manage the entities that exist in the system by allowing one to register/update/query/delete customers, users or stations;
- To provide the means for an user or a station to authenticate themselves and, furthermore, to be able to have their requests authorized both in this API and in the weighing tickets API.

The registration of stations is a defining operation performed in this API since it enforces the network structure defined in Figure 3. When a station is registered, the smart contract is deployed privately to the station’s node and to the customer’s administrator node, which means that only the station’s node and the customer’s node are able to interact with the smart contract. This way, a customer will always participate in all the smart contracts of its stations and each station will only participate in its smart contract.

Finally, to increase security in the confidentiality of the users’ credentials, the authentication and authorization process introduces a token mechanism. Essentially, an user authenticates itself with its credentials and then receives two unique identifying tokens which he can use: i) the access token, which is the token that is actually used to authorize requests, that has a short lifespan; and ii) the refresh token, which is a token that the user can use to refresh its access token, which also has a limited lifespan, although greater than the access token. This way, this mechanism prevents the user from continuously authenticate themselves with their credentials in each request.

4) Weighing Tickets API: As earlier defined, this API is responsible for allowing entities to register or query weighing tickets, by communicating with the smart contract associated with that particular entity. The registration of weighing tickets can only be done by stations, since only they can emit them and the query of weighing tickets is limited to the users, due to the fact that the stations’ devices do not have the need to consult the information on a weighing ticket, only emit them.

To put it simply, when a station attempts to register a weighing ticket, the API collects the contract address associated with it and submits a registration operation to the contract with the information that it received. This transaction is private to the smart contract, which means that only this station’s node and the node associated with the customer that possesses the station have access to the contents of the transaction.

The query of weighing tickets implemented allows combined filtering, which means that the query issued can possess multiple filters regarding the attributes of the weighing tickets, such as the timestamp at when it was issued, the station it was issued from or even the weighbridge it was issued from, among others, in order to greatly facilitate the integration with other systems. Additionally, it also allows the transformation of the result by grouping the results by some attribute of the weighing tickets, such as for example, grouping all returned weighing tickets by the weighbridge by which they were emitted.

The components defined in this section that comprise the proposed solution are essential to what is the lifecycle of security & privacy in the flow of information, i.e., the assurance that the information is kept confidential and immutable since it is emitted until it is stored, as will be explained in the next section.

C. Security & Privacy Lifecycle

The purpose of this section is to describe how the components that comprise the solution proposed in sections III-A and III-B foster data security along the lifecycle of a weighing ticket from the point it is created in the SmartBox until it is permanently stored in the ledger.

Prior starting the description, it is essential to thoroughly describe the lifecycle of the weighing ticket:

1) The weighing ticket is created in the SmartBox with the weights received from the load cells;
2) The weighing ticket is transmitted from the SmartBox to the platform, by calling the appropriate method in the weighing tickets API;
3) The weighing ticket is processed in the weighing tickets API and a transaction to register that ticket is issued to the smart contract;
4) The weighing ticket is stored in the ledger.

The first step in the lifecycle, in terms of security, essentially comprises the secure transmission of the weights from the load cells to the SmartBox for weighing ticket building. As seen in section III-A the transmission of these weights is done by using CoAP as the application protocol over DTLS, which ensures the authenticity of both the load cell devices as well as the SmartBox, providing, additionally, confidentiality and immutability in transit of the data transmitted between them.

After the transmission of the weights, the SmartBox builds the weighing ticket by completing it with the remaining information, such as the weighbridge it was measured in and at what time the weights were measured for example and then, transmits the weighing ticket to the cloud platform to be registered. This transmission step is, as seen in section III-A,
done by using HTTP as the application protocol over TLS, which ensures the authenticity of the SmartBox device and the weighing tickets API and, in addition to that, also grants that during the transmission, the information is kept confidential and immutable. The authentication & management API also plays an important role in this step, since it is obligatory for a station to possess a valid access token to issue the request, thus ensuring that the entity transmitting that weighing ticket, at some point, authenticated successfully and is registered in the platform.

When the weighing ticket is processed and about to be registered in the ledger using the smart contract, the weighing tickets API collects the address of the contract belonging to that station and submits the weighing ticket only to the contract in that address. It is in this step that the importance of the structure of the network enforced in the registration of entities is recognized, since as the contract for the station was deployed privately to the station and the customer it is associated with, three essential properties can be ensured, in addition to the immutability of the data provided by blockchain technology:

- The information of a weighing ticket is only visible to the station that emitted it and to the customer that possesses that station;
- Stations from the same customer cannot see each others weighing tickets;
- Entities from different organizations have no way of consulting weighing tickets from other organizations.

In addition to the enforcement of the network structure, both the authentication & management and weighing tickets APIs play an important role in securing information vital for communication with the smart contracts, by implementing a type of encryption at rest mechanism. Whenever one of the APIs stores blockchain-related information in the entities database associated to a station or a customer, such as the address of the contract or the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to connect to the node, they store it encrypted and authenticated. This means that, when written to the database, the information is confidential and any change in it can be detected through the authentication code stored with it. So, if one of the APIs needs to read that data, they have to first verify the authentication code and only then, decrypt the data to obtain the original information, through a key shared by both at boot-up.

Finally, after the weighing ticket is registered in the ledger, the characteristics of blockchain technology and the way how the smart contract is built ensure that the weighing ticket remains immutable, since: i) a transaction cannot be altered unless it is accepted in the networks’ consensus protocol, which implies the permission of a significant number of nodes in the network; and ii) the smart contract does not possess methods to “legally” alter the contents of a weighing ticket. So, since the original transaction cannot be changed and there is no way of issuing a transaction for the smart contract to alter the weighing ticket, it is stored as received permanently in the ledger.

These four steps in the weighing ticket lifecycle clearly highlight the importance that all the components defined in the proposed solution have on the security & privacy of the weighing tickets, allowing to provide an end-to-end secure transmission and registration of them.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT

The purpose of this section is to provide a functional demonstration on some of the aspects of the solution, particularly the ones related to the correct and secure transmission of the weighing tickets as well as maintaining privacy between different customers. Additionally, there is also an intent to provide some illustration on the results obtained by consulting existent weighing tickets.

A. Experiment Setup

In order to provide such functional demonstrations, an experiment was set up to represent an example of the use case in study that implements the flow of information required.

For the purpose of this experiment two different customers were assumed, where each one of them possesses one weighing station. Each of those weighing stations are comprised by two weighbridges and each weighbridge has four load cells.

The experiment was assembled using three devices, one laptop and two raspberry pi. The laptop was responsible for running the cloud platform, i.e., the blockchain network, the weighing tickets API, the authentication & management API and the entities database. In this experiment the blockchain network is comprised by five nodes (one for the network administrator, two for the customer administrators and two for the weighing stations) coupled their respective privacy managers, i.e., the components responsible for ensuring data privacy when required.

Figure 4 illustrates the structure assumed for a weighing station in the experiment. Each of the raspberry pi devices was responsible for running the necessary components to simulate the behaviour of one weighing station. Accordingly, each of them ran:

- Eight load cell communicators, four per weighbridge, the software components responsible for securely communicating weights from the load cells to the SmartBox;
- One SmartBox communicator, the software component responsible for securely communicating with the cloud platform, either to register new weighing tickets or to request authentication.

With the infrastructure used to run the experiment ready, the purpose was now to simulate the emission and registration of weighing tickets. To do this, an already existent dataset was used which held 600 weighings, 300 per weighing station. The elements in this dataset were split, put into the according station’s SmartBox communicator and, additionally, the weights were removed from the original weighing, placing them in the load cell communicators so that they could be transmitted by them. After this step of preparation the load cells were made to transmit weights periodically, starting a continuous transmission process of weighing tickets.

B. Results & Discussion

With the transmission of weighing tickets from the simulated weighing stations in execution, what’s left to obtain is
some illustrations that allow to conclude that the functional requirements were met. Essentially, what has to be functionally demonstrated is the correct registration of weighing tickets, the secure communication between the devices at the weighing stations and finally the correct separation of data between customers.

Figure 5 illustrates the object that is stored in the SmartBox after a successful weighing ticket registration. There are two parameters, one that uniquely identifies the weighing ticket (ticketID) and another that uniquely identifies the transaction that registered the weighing ticket in the ledger (transactionHash). The presence of the transactionHash value demonstrates that the transaction was issued and validated in the blockchain network.

Although the aforementioned parameters assure that the weighing ticket was, in fact, registered in the ledger, it also has to be seen that its construction and transmission was made in a secure manner by ensuring that: i) the weights transmitted from the load cells to the SmartBox were secured; And ii) that the transmission of the weighing ticket to the API was also secured. This was done by placing a packet sniffer, Wireshark, listening to the communication between the devices and acquiring the packets that are transmitted, in order to check if the data that was sent could be seen or not.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate secure communication between a SmartBox device with the weighing tickets API. The first figure shows an excerpt of communication between both devices, where a TLS exchange can be identified and the second figure illustrates an example of a packet captured where it can be clearly seen the existence of encrypted data, not permitting the visualization of the original information.

The second figure illustrates an example of a packet captured in this communication where it can also be seen the indication of DTLS being used and, of course, the existence of encrypted data.

Having collected the aforementioned illustrations and ensuring that the communication between all devices is secured, the next and final step is to verify that the customers cannot see other customers’ data, ensuring their weighing tickets are kept private.

The first step in doing this is ensuring that a customer can
Fig. 10. Result of a customer requesting to see its weighing tickets

Fig. 11. Result of one customer requesting to see other customer’s weighing tickets

actually access its own weighing tickets. Figure 10 illustrates the result received when a customer requests to see its weighing tickets. This result is obtained when issuing a request to the weighing tickets API to collect the weighing tickets with an authorization token that uniquely identifies the customer performing the request.

While validating that a customer can access its own weighing tickets, it is also required to verify that one customer cannot access other customer’s weighing tickets, thus ensuring that they are kept private.

Figure 11 illustrates the result obtained when issuing the same request made in figure 10, with a slight change. In figure 11 the request is performed with an authorization token belonging to one customer, while specifying a weighbridge identifier that is associated with another customer and, as it can be seen, nothing is returned, although it is known from figure 10 that the customer possesses 300 weighing tickets.

With the illustrations previously shown it can be concluded that, functionally, the solution that was proposed and developed complies with the security requirements that were identified, since weighing tickets are transmitted securely between all devices and, additionally, they are registered in the ledger privately to the customer associated with the weighing station.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel solution for securing weighing receipts using blockchain technology was studied and proposed. The paper first explores the state of the art regarding the technologies necessary to design the solution, namely, IoT for the communication between the devices that operate on the weighing stations, and blockchain to immutably secure weighing tickets once they are registered. After this research, a solution is proposed which is comprised by a protocol definition for an IoT communication system and a cloud platform capable of: i) allowing the registration and query of weighing tickets; ii) ensuring data privacy between different customers; And iii) simplifying the communication with the smart contract application through the use of REST APIs.

Having proposed the solution, the security & privacy lifecycle of the weighing tickets is briefly but thoroughly explained in order to detail the security properties that are ensured and how they are ensured by the components that comprise the solution.

Finally, a functional proof of concept is presented to illustrate and demonstrate that the functional requirements initially defined are met by the solution that was developed.

A. Future Work

Although the project has reached a good maturity level, there is still some work to conclude it. There are essentially two major aspects which will be taken into account from now on, which are:

- To foster a better integration of the cloud platform with existing systems of the companies by, for example: i) adapting the authentication mechanism to an already existent one; And ii) by offering a managed blockchain solution to release the burden of network management, which is high.
- To test the solution in a real environment instead of a simulated one

These two last items are the essential aspects were the work will be directed to in order to conclude and present the final solution capable of being completely integrated with the systems that already exist while, of course, providing all the new functionality to securely transmit and manage weighing tickets.
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